THE BREAKDOWN OF KINGSHIP
The Anonymous Letter and the Flight. Charles was
at Hampton Court when, early in the second week of November
1647, he was shown by Whalley, his guardian, a letter saying
there was fear of his assassination, and he received another
anonymous letter telling him his life was in danger. Meanwhile
this Whalley, Cromwell's friend, confidant, and cousin, who had
been put to guard the King's movements, doubled the sentries,
in order to emphasize this impression of danger to the King's life.
But he took good care to leave unguarded the back door giving
on the river. Thus egged on, Charles fled on November n.
Two devoted friends helped him down to Southampton Water,
where apparently some one had given them to expect that a boat
would be ready to help the King get away overseas. No boat
appeared. The two friends, of whom the closest was Ashburn-
ham, went over to the Isle of Wight and saw the governor,
Hammond. He was the nephew of one of Charles's chaplains.
That fact had certainly been represented to them as favourable.
But he was really, though timid, a creature of Cromwell's, having
married into the family of Cromwell's cousin Hampden.
Charles reluctantly put himself under the protection of this
roan, going over to the island, where he was held in Carisbrooke
Castle and soon kept a close prisoner,
The Sham Negotiations. There followed many months
of negotiations, which Charles was allowed to conduct, with the
Scotch and with the Parliamentarians. There was a debate on
all manner of points. Attempts were made by the King, who was
quite unsuited for this kind of intrigue, to play one party against
another. Strangely generous offers were made to him from
Cromwell's side, on conditions which it was known he would
not accept: offers which were not intended to be accepted or
carried out. The whole thing was a blind. No one had any
real power to save Charles, except the Army and its dominating
figure, and to save Charles was die last thing Cromwell desired.
Efforts were made against the armed power which now had
England in its grip. There was armed revolt in the south-east,
crushed by Fairfax at Maidstone and later by the surrender of
Colchester. There was rebellion in Pembroke in that same
year, 1648, and the Scotch, feeling they had been duped, made
a most incompetent effort under Hamilton to save the King.
They marched down by the western road through Lancashire
in a straggling, disconnected fashion. Cromwell came up at

